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Jon McHann, 56, got started on prescription opioids the way a lot of adults in the
U.S. did: He was in pain following an accident. In his case, it was a fall.
"I hit my tailbone just right, and created a severe bulging disc" that required
surgery, McHann says.
McHann, who lives in Smithville, Tenn., expected to make a full recovery and go
back to work as a heavy haul truck driver. But 10 years after his accident, he's still
at home.
"After the surgery the pain was just excruciating," McHann recalls. "I was unable
to function." His spinal problems turned out to be more complicated and hard to
treat. And he developed other health problems, too. He had several more surgical
procedures for his back, but he got no relief. He says on days when his pain is
through the roof, "I can't open my eyes because I know if I blink it's going to
hurt."
His doctor prescribed methadone, a powerful opioid. He stayed on the drug for
seven years.
"It helped immensely, it brought my pain down to a 5 or 6 [on a 10 point scale],"
McHann says. "I could function fairly well throughout the day. I could go to
church every weekend, I could help my wife shop, I could help around the house a
little bit."

McHann knew the risks of opioid drugs, including the risk of dependence. "It was
a concern to me," he says. His goal was to get off the drugs. But for many years, it
felt like the benefits of the pain relief outweighed the risks.
But as concern about the opioid epidemic grew, McHann started getting pushback
from his doctors. They began reducing the strength and dose of his prescription.
"Every time I saw a clinician, my opioids were reduced," McHann says.
As the dosage was decreased, his pain began to increase and he worried that he'd
be cut off the drug. "Life wasn't going to be worth living if I couldn't get the pain
under control," McHann says.
McHann is not alone; pain is one of the most common and debilitating medical
conditions, with about one-third of Americans dealing with some form of acute or
chronic pain. In 2014, 3 to 4 percent of adults were prescribed opioid painkillers
long term — 9.6 million to 11.5 million people.
In response to the epidemic of opioid addiction and deaths, in 2016 the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention released guidelines urging physicians to try nonopioid methods first for chronic pain. In a viewpoint published last month in
JAMA, the journal of the American Medical Association, CDC officials wrote that
while illicit opioids such as fentanyl seem to be driving the recent increase in
opioid-related overdose deaths, "unnecessary exposure to prescription opioids
must be reduced to prevent development of opioid use disorder in the first place."
But figuring out what's unnecessary, and how best to reduce the risk, can be a
challenge.
"I have certainly met a good number of patients who have not found better options
and are now taking opioids for chronic pain," says Stefan Kertesz, a physician who
is a professor at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, certified in addiction
medicine.
Kertesz, who is not McHann's doctor, says some physicians feel caught between a
rock and a hard place. With the rise in opioid overdose deaths, there's a lot of
pressure to limit prescriptions.
The CDC guidelines point to the serious risks of high dosages and long-term use,
including addiction. They offer guidance to physicians on how to taper doses, or
discontinue the use of the drugs.
Kertesz agrees that opioids have been prescribed too much in the past.
"Absolutely, [doctors] caused new addiction in some people by prescribing too
aggressively," Kertesz says. "But the idea that you can simply take [the drugs]
away, sometimes from people who need them, is mistaken."

Kertesz' position is controversial. His stance led me to wonder whether he had
ever worked for the pharmaceutical companies that promoted these drugs. "I have
never worked a day in my life for the pharmaceutical industry and I have no
interest in doing it in the future," Kertesz says. "Do I want to be in situation where
I'm forced to take people off a medicine that is helping them? No!"
Going forward, Kertesz says he hopes that new medications will be developed that
will have less potential for addiction, "but I think human suffering is really
complicated and doctors need to have the room to make professional decisions —
together with their patients — about what works best for them."
As for Jon McHann, last month he had another procedure aimed at easing nerve
compression in his back, and for now he's optimistic. His pain is diminished, and
he's on a much lower dose of medication. He's taking Percocet, which gives him a
lower dose of opioids and acetaminophen. "I'm hoping to be opioid-free, I don't
know if I'll get there, but I want to try."
STEVE INSKEEP, HOST:
In Your Health on this Monday, we report on the dilemma at the heart of the
opioid crisis. Many of the addictive drugs that ruin or end lives are also helpful to
people with severe pain, so doctors have to strike a balance. We have reporting
from two members of NPR's Health team, starting with Allison Aubrey.
ALLISON AUBREY, BYLINE: Imagine the kind of pain where even small
movements are excruciating. Jon McHann knows how that feels. He's 56 and lives
in Smithville, Tenn. We spoke to him by Skype.
JON MCHANN: I've laid in bed at times where my pain's at a nine or a 10, and I
can't open my eyes because I know if I blink it's going to hurt.
AUBREY: McHann is a truck driver who operated heavy equipment, or at least
that's what he used to do. But about 10 years ago, he took a bad fall.
MCHANN: I fell a few feet and I hit my tailbone just right. And I created a severe
bulging disc that needed to be surgically corrected immediately.
AUBREY: McHann expected to make a full recovery and go back to work, but
that didn't happen.
MCHANN: After the surgery, the pain was still like a nine or a 10, just
excruciating to the point where you're just unable to really function.

AUBREY: His spinal problems turned out to be much more complicated and hard
to treat. He went on to have several more surgeries but got no relief. So his doctors
gave him a prescription for methadone, a powerful opioid drug, and he stayed on it
for seven years.
MCHANN: It helped immensely. It brought my pain down to a five or a six where
I could function fairly well throughout the day. I mean, I could go to church every
weekend, I could help my wife shop, I could help around the house a little bit.
AUBREY: From McCann's perspective, the opioids were working. But then, as
concerns about the epidemic grew, he started getting pushback from his doctors.
MCHANN: Every time I saw a clinician, my opioids were reduced.
AUBREY: His pain started to increase, and he worried that he'd be cut off the drug
entirely.
MCHANN: Basically, life wasn't going to be worth living if I couldn't get this pain
under control.
AUBREY: McHann is not alone. Physician Stefan Kertesz says there are lots of
patients with similar stories.
STEFAN KERTESZ: I have certainly met a good number of patients who have
not found better options and they are now taking opioids for chronic pain.
AUBREY: Kertesz is a professor at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
School of Medicine. He says some doctors feel caught between a rock and a hard
place. With the rise in opioid overdose deaths, there's a lot of pressure to limit
prescriptions. CDC guidelines point to the serious risks of high dosages and longterm use. But Kertesz says some people who take opioids long term seem to
benefit. So he says it's not always in the best interest of the patient to cut them off.
KERTESZ: Do I think we prescribed opioids too much over 20 years? Absolutely.
We caused new addiction in some people by prescribing opioids too aggressively.
But the idea that you can simply take them away, sometimes for people who need
them, is mistaken.
AUBREY: Kertesz knows that his position is controversial. He pushes against the
current thinking so much, I had to ask him if he ever worked for the
pharmaceutical companies that market these drugs.

KERTESZ: I have never worked a day in my life for the pharmaceutical industry,
and I have no interest in doing it in the future.
AUBREY: Kertesz says what he is an advocate for is helping people in pain.
KERTESZ: I do hope for better medications that have less potential for addiction.
But I think human suffering's really complicated and doctors need to have room to
make a professional decision together with their patient about what works best for
them.
AUBREY: As for Jon McHann, just last month he had a procedure to ease the
nerve compression in his back, and for now, he's optimistic.
MCHANN: So far I'm happier and I'm hoping to be opioid free. I don't know if I'll
get there, but I want to try.
AUBREY: He's down to a daily Percocet, which is nowhere near the strength of
the opioids he had been taking for so many years.
Allison Aubrey, NPR News. Transcript provided by NPR, Copyright NPR.

